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The Cord has decided that this is the appropriate time to print a
special edition to outline the events leading up to the present crisis
in the Students' Administrative Council and to present the stands
of the members of SAC.
There have been so many rumours and accusations spread that
we feel this extra is warranted. Too few students know the facts and
in all fairness the facts have been presented rather poorly.
The controversy centres around membership in the Student Consumer Association and possible contracts with the Trans-Canada
Student Services, Limited. The Cord from the beginning has objected
to affiliation with either of these organizations and is still standing
solidly in this respect.
Various statements made in the September 19 i~sue of this newspaper were deemed ljbelous by Matthew Hudson. President of TransCanada Student Services. He then threatened the Cord with suit and
called for retraction. This threat, in effect, precipitated the current
crisis. A committee was appointed by SAC under the leadership of
John Chataway to look into the advisability to joining SCA and contracting with TCSS. The preliminary discoveries of this committee
are presented on page 4 of this edition.
At last Wednesday's SAC meeting, the preliminary report was
tabled by Chataway. It raised many questions as to the effectiveness
of SAC and 1\'liss Marshall as its president. 1\'lany people felt that
some of the evidence presented by the committee was just nit-picking,
while others felt that the facts presented were extremely relevant.
It is basically these two sides which comprise the factions in the
present crisis.
It is the Cord's opinion that some of the committee's statements
were pertinent, however they were poorly presented and thus seemed petty. Perhaps when the final report is tabled a much clearer case
can be presented, which will guide the students in their evaluation.
Many people will say that we are fence-sitting on the issue
of Miss Marshall's continuing in the office of SAC president. This
may be true. However, in all honesty we would be remiss in our
duty to the students if we did not wait for all the facts before
taking our stand. Many reasons have been given bly SAC members
for the development of the current situation. This newspaper 'feels
that it is basically a result of the new structure of the SAC. The
cabinet system of selecting the executive has proved unworkable
and too prone to the "ambition" of its members.
At a meeting of interested students and Council members Sunday,
a list of ten main issues facing the Students' Administrative Council
was drawn up. They are as follows:
1) Re the petition concerned with student representation on committees involved with the hiring, firing, promotion and tenure
of professors as it was introduced to Students' Administmtive
Council in March of 1969.
2) Re Trans-Canada Student Services and the Student Consumer
Association:
a) re Miss Marshall's inconsistencies and reluctance to clarify
to Council her financial involvement with TCSS and/ or SCA.
b) re the actual link between TCSS and SCA
c) re Lauren's involvement with the current lawsuits is..•med by:
Matt Hudson, who is connected with these organizations. ·
d) re letters issued in Lauren's name on behalf of the p_e ople
being sued confirming imminent retractions, a letter, which
at last report from Lauren, was sent out without her knowledge by Mr.. Donald Loeb of the Student Consumer Association.
e) re proven conflicts of interest concerning Miss Marshall's
letters to the Student Consumer Association containing information given to her in confidence as SAC president by the
committee investigating said organization.
3) Re Cultural Affairs Committee at WLU and appointment.<;.
a) re interviewing procedures conducted by Miss Marshall con·
cerning appointments to said committee.
b) re a complete bypass of council in the selection of CAC
members.
If and only if these questions are answered can confidence be restored in Miss Marshall, and can SAC fulfill its obligations to the
student body.
If SAC cannot complete this job itself, then it is up to the students
by petition and referendum to do it themselves.
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These are the statements of SAC Members on the current situation
LAUREN MARSHALL
SAC President

I have been asked by the Cord
to make a statement about the
state of SAC.' I presented my
mid-term report last week, in
which I outlined in what fields
SAC is moving at present. These
areas include the Education Commission. the Athletic Complex, the
Campus Centre. Policies Affecting
Student Life, Liason With Extension Students, and Student Services.
A spirit of co-operation must
exist between all SAC representatives if we want to succeed in
any of these areas.
Unless the obstructionism on
Council ceases, further progress
J1

1_

LAURIE SLEITH
Executive V.P.
Arts Rep.

Business Rep.

As I see it, the problem is no
longer whether to recall the president, but to re-evaluate the objectives of the entire SAC. In
everything we do, our aim should
be to act in the best interest of
the university community. Will
the recall of either Miss Marshall
or Mr. Chataway solve the inherent dilemma with which we are
now faced? The circus last Wednesday was not as Miss Van Alstine said "a Council presentation," because council appears to
be more and more divided. A
good number of the students that
have discussed this issue with me
jim
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to what they call "inept"

handling of the situation. It has
been brought out that many of
the inconsistencies could have
been solved by taking them to
the president at the time, but
instead they have been stored
away until the crisis appears untenable. At this time the final report has not been tabled and there
is nothing which has arisen before
me that merits a recall to evaluate
(if there is sufficient justification in the material presented)
whether to jeopardize what SAC
has been working on or recognize
the problems for what they are
and work around them.

JIM LAWSON
Internal V.P.
Business Rep.

Council is unworkable under
present conditions. The student
body should decide whether or
not they have confidence in Miss
Marshal]. If the students have
confidence in her, it is the duty
of SAC members who feel they
can t work with her to resign.

I was very disappointed in Miss
Marshal] and her association with
Mr. Hudson, and Mr. Hudson's
threatened suit. My first reaction
was to turn against Miss Marshall.
It is up to the students of Waterloo Lutheran if they still wish
to retain Miss Marshall as president. If the students have confidence in my ability as treasurer
I feel it is my responsibility to
stay on under any circumstances
to handle the money the students
have given to SAC.

PENNY OLIVER
SUBOG Chairman
Arts Rep.

"Two conditions are essential to
the survival of rumor. One is
ambiguity which arises from a
shortage of dependable information and the second is that it does
not require—indeed it commonly
rejects—the discipline of reason."
Unfortunately, the majority do
xwt know or have the facts eon-

Students state that they want
to know the issues! Why Miss
Marshal] did not approach Council this summer and say she had
invested money in TCSS because
she believed it to he a good idea,
no one can answer. Her personal feelings that led her to accept a position on the Board of
SCA and include the title of
President of WLU, SAC, no one
will correctly fathom. Miss Mar.
shall undoubtedly chose her executive carefully, arid when tension arose she tried to impose
solidarity with the alternative bei»fe' a demand for our resignations.
Obviously, we did not comply
as we are faced with an eruption
that is now public because Miss
Marshall refused to settle these
honest queries in a private meeting which might have maintain
ed Council solidarity. We have
in our concentrated research of
one problem finally reached or
faced the basic antipathy among
council—lack of trust.
The Executive has oeen quoted as incompetent in their duties
but the tension underlying every
aspect of this current council
has overshadowed any accomplishments.
Any student would be misled
in assuming that out of this conflict a winner will arise—we are
all losers and over this issue we
will continue to be. Chastisement
•will not suffice.
A definite effort at this time
0)1
the part of Council to try
to solve our differences informally may lead to a council solidarity. Each member must realize that we are not an island
unto ourselves. However, if this
should fail an honest appraisal
by each student is necessary, for
if any SAC member is to be further involved he should be given
a carefully meditated vote of confidence.

sions being drawn here but on
0 plea to have these issues
clai
fied by the parties concern*
Any further remarks I have
wi
await this clarification.
This questioning can in no w;
be continued as a weakness
Council's part. It is encouvagii
to see the Student Body becoi
ing involved but at the same tin
any responsible action can on
be made with all the facts.
<
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• amplified
by her avid
Hudson in
C.
M.
of
Mr.
t
112 his past business record
libel
3 intention to sue for
WLU organizations. Also
tions regarding the suit it;ed explanation.
!ly, I feel many people delonsistent answers to their
>ns and upon that basis will
whether past "sins' can

ace-chairman

rlooked.

\AKY JO KELLY

PHIL NICOL

Arts Rep.

Arts Rep.

MEG VAN ALSTfNE
External V.P.
Arts Rep.

due

808 PURDON
Treasurer

the issue and further
more they were so poorly presented last Wednesday that their
message was lost. To confuse the
issue even further Lauren left
the meeting on her own accord.
The whole issue should have
been cleared a month ago, and for
allowing it to go thus far Council
is at fault.
The fact remains that the trust
which must be present in this
type of organization between the
President and Council is at a O'
level. The inconsistencies which
have been pointed out and documented in Lauren's statements
concerning her actions leaves me
questioning where the truth lies.

cerning

The confusion and discussion
concerning the worthiness of Lauren Marshall as SAC President
has been going on for quite a
while—too long as far as I am
concerned. The time for action
is NOW. If you the students want
a new SAC president, tell us—or
even if you want a new council.
But, make sure you know what
you are doing.
Has Lauren neglected her duty
to the students? Lauren has tried
to do her best for the students.
But is it enough? There have
hfiftn
inconsistencies in many
statements—loo many to be ignored. Has Lauren learned her
lesson? Will she curb her tongue
to check her statements before
jumping in with hopes that things
will go her way? If so, SAC can
continue. It is possible that faith
and trust could be put back into
our President from the Council
members.
The situation up to this point
is definitely out of hand. Accusations have been flying around and
it is time that they either be
pointed in the right direction or
put in the garbage. We should, as
students, act as we think is best
for the Student Union and the
school in general. Think, then
NOW!
act .
.

.

SUE BROWN
Secretariat Chairman
Arts Rep.

I believe the "List of Main Issues'' is an adequate presentation
of the issues with an honest attempt to remain objective. Please
note thai there are no conclu-

In walking out of the SAC mei
ing last Wednesday, Miss M;
shall neglected her obligatio
and duties to inform and expla
to her Council and fellow si
dents some controversial issu
which have arisen concerning h
recent actions.
I feel it is the right of the si
dent body to know the answe
to these questions. The only w
one can remain impartial in 11
instance is to obtain both sid
of the story which up to this poi
has been impossible.

JOHN CHATAWAY
Chairman
SCA and
TCSS Committee
Arts Rep.

gressive

Conservative Party
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interest,
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scope. After the infam-

ous SAC meeting on October 29,
campus opinion seems to suggest
that the proposed recall of Miss
Marshall is confounded and if resulting from a clash of personalities with a little mud-raking
thrown in for good measure.
It is my personal opinion, having followed the development of

this situation fairly closely, that
this personal aspect of the controversy is, for the most part,
false, and that, the mud-raking is
from everywhere except your student government. Miss Marshall
is, in my opinion, competent in
her execution of her office, yet
a few misrepresentations, a few
verbal inconsistencies and a clash
of administrative positions lead
to the questioning, in my mind
at least, as to where Miss Marresponsibility
shall's principal
and allegiance lies.

Positive or negative,

the best interests of the
should we, who
)t, and I paraphrase this
1 2 Mr. Hudson, "capable of
hula hoops," join Trans
i Student Services? Are we
;ed to feel obligated to join
;e six parties, including our
were
council president,
ened with libel suits; is this
best interests of our stu-

ts,

-

-

-

proposals that have been
d by Trans Canada Student
es sound ideal but it is
iture at this time to evalueir real worth until, all the
have been laid out on the
As responsible student relatives, IT IS OUR BLSITO KNOW ALL THE

in both

eases the referendum can only
lead to a weakening of Council,

Miss Marshall left the last
council meeting for emotional
reasons. I feel that it was grossly
unfair to continue the meeting
as was done. One side of the issue was presented—and, in my
opinion, not too kindly. Miss Marshall's side was not heard. Jt
accomplished nothing—l only
hope it didn't do too much harm.

An open meeting will be held
Wednesday. Miss Marshall
will be there. Please come, so
that we can establish once again,
in one way or another, a united
SAC that puts its emphasis on
what is important—the students.
on

DARREL TSCHIRHART
Arts Rep.

and great decrease in the policy
output and investigative services
of council for this school year
through either the replacement of
Miss Marshall or else that of the
council members, who will undoubtedly resign on the event of
Miss Marshall winning the referendum.

BECKI VOIGTS
Arts Rep,

Since

assuming office last
spring, Miss Marshall has shown
that as a student leader she is
hard-working, well-known, informed, and possesses a political
mind and interest that compares
with the best on campus (whether
or not you agree with her political convictions). On the other side
of the coin, these same positive
characteristics may have aided
her in becoming over-extended
with her numerous offices and
committee tasks. In any case, this
is only a part of the current conHow do you comply with the

Cord's wishes for a one page,
double spaced statement announcing your stand on the most recent
S.A.C. debacle, when no side or
faction is clearly in the right and
totally beyond question as to
means or purpose? In sorting out
the events up to and including
last Wednesday's S.A.C. meeting,
I have found myself confronted
with the following:
—Should President Lauren Marshall's alleged investment in
Student Consumer Association,
necessitate her recall on a conflict of interest basis 9

JOHN HOWE
Arts Rep.

The tension presently existing
in our SAC can no longer pass
unnoticed. The question of comand
munication, responsibility
trust within Students' Council
which has been building up over
the past few weeks finally came
to a head in last Wednesday
night's SAC meeting.
As of this time. I have not
taken a definite stand on this
issue. I have been fully informed of the points of discrepency
which have arisen against Miss
Marshall, and have spent quite
some time labouring over the
validity of these points. Any
judgement which 112 would make,
however, I will reserve until I
have heard completely Miss Marshall's reoations to these points.

Those who feel that little pieces
of seemingly non-important information was being brought up,
would suggest that they have never put a jig-saw puzzle together.
To date I personally stand undecided. 1 am looking forward to
the meeting this com'.ig Wednesday where I hope that many unanswered questions would be
answered.
Please plan on attending this
special meeting, like myself unbiasedlv, Wednesday in IEI and
try to understand Lauren s position and the position of those
who feel she is inadequate as
Council president.

The major part of the controversy is centered in the discussions on WLU's participation in
the Student Consumer Association and Trans Canada Student
Services, Ltd. While the issues
have since become clouded on
both SCA and TCSS, some of
them are worth reviewing. Philosophically, both offer many interesting possibilities and exciting
ideas. However, at the level of

—If inconsistencies in Miss Marshall's statements exist, should
she still hold office?
On the other hand

position in SCA and in SAC.

—

An atmosphere of seemingly
serious confusion concerning our
Council President is spreading or
being spread over our campus.
Prior to the last Council meeting,
having listened to both Lauren
Marshall and those opposing her,
I must admit I was for Lauren.
However, due to Lauren's action
of with-drawing from the meeting last Wedensdav during the
question and answer period has
left me literally forlorn.

troversy.

implementation many questions
are raised. One question is, "Will
the real SCA and TCSS please
stand up?" Conflicting reports
have been offered on services,
officers, and participating schools.
A set of questions that follows
from the above discussions ranges
from the unusual libel cases from
their beginnings to the present to
such areas as Miss Marshall's

—:

Did the committee investigating SO A. and T.C.S.S. do just
that or more?

•—Are the apparent conspiracy
traits coming to light when one
student states that he will not
run for the council presidency
for he has found someone else
who will?

many objections and
wered questions
to the
JRAL PROCESS of investi; a new
investment?

BARTON BEGLO
Seminary Rep.
As a student and without the
advice of my lawyers, the following is my opinion of recent events
on the Student Administrative
Council:

•—ls it her perogative to seek the
resignations of the S.A.C. executive appointed by herself?

S.

e rift now present in SAC
e en an indefinite number of
isentatives and Lauren Marhas developed primarily durl«e recent SCA and TCSS

ART LYON
Science Rep.

Miss Marshall, as president of
the SAC, is responsible in her
actions to the student union. If
any question arises which is relevant to that responsibility, I believe that she, by virtue of her
oi l ice, should be required to answer for it, and this she has volunteered to do. Therefore I feel
that the open meeting on Wednesday in IEI will be very important in that she, as our president will have the chance to give
explanation of certain of her actions as our president.

y so

President.

Also the question of which
the President really wears is ver
interesting. Is it the one for
,c
major office holder in the P

shall

It is because of reasonable
doubt, and full understanding of
the consequences involved in referendum and recall, that I align
myself with that faction which
proposes referendum and recall
of Miss Lauren Marshall.

—

The whole controversy befc
Council centers around wheth
actions by the President can
reconciled to Council's view
what a responsible President
Many feel, I believe, that it
the duty of any Council memb
to always tell the truth, make i
sponsible investigation, have t
interests of WLU students foi
most in his mind and then AC
Also many feel that any brea
of these duties is never accej
able.
The right to demand a eonseie
tious performance at all tim
from every member of Council
to be expected. Otherwise tl
principle of any elected gover
ment is greatly weakened.
When studying TCSS and SC
what I deemed many dtibio
Presidential actions came to n
attention. Many of Miss M;
shall's statements and actio:
seem to have been done for the
immediate expediency. (That
so that they would fit the tin
and place, so to speak). For th
reason, they were inconsister
ill-founded, and sometimes u
truthful.
For example, nine schools we
repeatedly listed as boing chart
members of SCA, when in fa
only two were. It would seem
be done in an effort to crea
support of this group.
Likewise when questioned as 1
her financial involvement wit
TCSS (a group she wanted Cou
til to consider contracts with) si
first denied any involvement. L
ter she admitted past involvemei
when she realized others kne
she had had money in it. But hf
excuse when questioned aboi
this that she "didn't want to coi
fuse the issue" seems to me ver
weak. Telling the truth neve
confuses the issue!
Numerous other inconsistence
prove that statements and action
were expedient only. Such action
are not those of a responsibl

controversy in which Miss Mar-

—

How can copies of personal letters be used against the writer,
when they themselves were obtained by questionable means?

The
unfortunate realization
now is that most of what has passed cannot be forgotten and above
all need not have occurred at all.
When the first S.C.A. controversy
started, whether concerning investments

made or the personali-

ties involved, it should have been
clarified through open dialogue
with Council and the student
body.
Instead, the President
chose a course of cover-up, and
when a story is told many times,
inconsistencies arise, particularly
when the speaker admittedly rubs
people the wrong way. How do
we salvage any semblance of order from an unworkable council
of mistrust?

I hope Council could meet in
an off the record session, possibly with Dean Nichols, and if
nothing productive comes of it,
I see nothing in the way of a total recall of Council. No one is
winning, everyone is losing, especially Waterloo Lutheran.

In the discussions, many of
these questions have been debated
and re-debated and will continue
to be debated until the Student
Administrative Council can come
to a decision. Council provides
the arena for debate, decision,
and action. The unusual aspects
of this debate are seeded in at
least three questions which will
likely be included somewhere in
the current debate:

1. Does Miss Marshall have a conflict of interests as a private
student being a vice-chairman
in the Student Consumer's Association when her own university is still in the midst of
deciding on SCA and TCSS?

2. Has the office of student president or any other Council
member been misused in the
ensuing discussions on SCA
and TCSS?

3. Has the Student Administrative
Council been damaged critical
Jy to the point where it can n<
longer function as a represen
tative student voice?
.-u this point it appears that various alternatives are open:

1. The Council might work the
debate through. I would prefer
this.

2. If the Student Administrative
Council really is constipated
and does not act within a reasonable time, then a referendum might be initiated.

3. Another possibility
explored.

might be
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These are the statements of SAC Members on the current situation
LAUREN MARSHALL
SAC President

I have been asked by the Cord
to make a statement about the
state of SAC.' I presented my
mid-term report last week, in
which I outlined in what fields
SAC is moving at present. These
areas include the Education Commission. the Athletic Complex, the
Campus Centre. Policies Affecting
Student Life, Liason With Extension Students, and Student Services.
A spirit of co-operation must
exist between all SAC representatives if we want to succeed in
any of these areas.
Unless the obstructionism on
Council ceases, further progress
J1
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LAURIE SLEITH
Executive V.P.
Arts Rep.

Business Rep.

As I see it, the problem is no
longer whether to recall the president, but to re-evaluate the objectives of the entire SAC. In
everything we do, our aim should
be to act in the best interest of
the university community. Will
the recall of either Miss Marshall
or Mr. Chataway solve the inherent dilemma with which we are
now faced? The circus last Wednesday was not as Miss Van Alstine said "a Council presentation," because council appears to
be more and more divided. A
good number of the students that
have discussed this issue with me
jim
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to what they call "inept"

handling of the situation. It has
been brought out that many of
the inconsistencies could have
been solved by taking them to
the president at the time, but
instead they have been stored
away until the crisis appears untenable. At this time the final report has not been tabled and there
is nothing which has arisen before
me that merits a recall to evaluate
(if there is sufficient justification in the material presented)
whether to jeopardize what SAC
has been working on or recognize
the problems for what they are
and work around them.

JIM LAWSON
Internal V.P.
Business Rep.

Council is unworkable under
present conditions. The student
body should decide whether or
not they have confidence in Miss
Marshal]. If the students have
confidence in her, it is the duty
of SAC members who feel they
can t work with her to resign.

I was very disappointed in Miss
Marshal] and her association with
Mr. Hudson, and Mr. Hudson's
threatened suit. My first reaction
was to turn against Miss Marshall.
It is up to the students of Waterloo Lutheran if they still wish
to retain Miss Marshall as president. If the students have confidence in my ability as treasurer
I feel it is my responsibility to
stay on under any circumstances
to handle the money the students
have given to SAC.

PENNY OLIVER
SUBOG Chairman
Arts Rep.

"Two conditions are essential to
the survival of rumor. One is
ambiguity which arises from a
shortage of dependable information and the second is that it does
not require—indeed it commonly
rejects—the discipline of reason."
Unfortunately, the majority do
xwt know or have the facts eon-

Students state that they want
to know the issues! Why Miss
Marshal] did not approach Council this summer and say she had
invested money in TCSS because
she believed it to he a good idea,
no one can answer. Her personal feelings that led her to accept a position on the Board of
SCA and include the title of
President of WLU, SAC, no one
will correctly fathom. Miss Mar.
shall undoubtedly chose her executive carefully, arid when tension arose she tried to impose
solidarity with the alternative bei»fe' a demand for our resignations.
Obviously, we did not comply
as we are faced with an eruption
that is now public because Miss
Marshall refused to settle these
honest queries in a private meeting which might have maintain
ed Council solidarity. We have
in our concentrated research of
one problem finally reached or
faced the basic antipathy among
council—lack of trust.
The Executive has oeen quoted as incompetent in their duties
but the tension underlying every
aspect of this current council
has overshadowed any accomplishments.
Any student would be misled
in assuming that out of this conflict a winner will arise—we are
all losers and over this issue we
will continue to be. Chastisement
•will not suffice.
A definite effort at this time
0)1
the part of Council to try
to solve our differences informally may lead to a council solidarity. Each member must realize that we are not an island
unto ourselves. However, if this
should fail an honest appraisal
by each student is necessary, for
if any SAC member is to be further involved he should be given
a carefully meditated vote of confidence.

sions being drawn here but on
0 plea to have these issues
clai
fied by the parties concern*
Any further remarks I have
wi
await this clarification.
This questioning can in no w;
be continued as a weakness
Council's part. It is encouvagii
to see the Student Body becoi
ing involved but at the same tin
any responsible action can on
be made with all the facts.
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MEG VAN ALSTfNE
External V.P.
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the issue and further
more they were so poorly presented last Wednesday that their
message was lost. To confuse the
issue even further Lauren left
the meeting on her own accord.
The whole issue should have
been cleared a month ago, and for
allowing it to go thus far Council
is at fault.
The fact remains that the trust
which must be present in this
type of organization between the
President and Council is at a O'
level. The inconsistencies which
have been pointed out and documented in Lauren's statements
concerning her actions leaves me
questioning where the truth lies.

cerning

The confusion and discussion
concerning the worthiness of Lauren Marshall as SAC President
has been going on for quite a
while—too long as far as I am
concerned. The time for action
is NOW. If you the students want
a new SAC president, tell us—or
even if you want a new council.
But, make sure you know what
you are doing.
Has Lauren neglected her duty
to the students? Lauren has tried
to do her best for the students.
But is it enough? There have
hfiftn
inconsistencies in many
statements—loo many to be ignored. Has Lauren learned her
lesson? Will she curb her tongue
to check her statements before
jumping in with hopes that things
will go her way? If so, SAC can
continue. It is possible that faith
and trust could be put back into
our President from the Council
members.
The situation up to this point
is definitely out of hand. Accusations have been flying around and
it is time that they either be
pointed in the right direction or
put in the garbage. We should, as
students, act as we think is best
for the Student Union and the
school in general. Think, then
NOW!
act .
.

.

SUE BROWN
Secretariat Chairman
Arts Rep.

I believe the "List of Main Issues'' is an adequate presentation
of the issues with an honest attempt to remain objective. Please
note thai there are no conclu-

In walking out of the SAC mei
ing last Wednesday, Miss M;
shall neglected her obligatio
and duties to inform and expla
to her Council and fellow si
dents some controversial issu
which have arisen concerning h
recent actions.
I feel it is the right of the si
dent body to know the answe
to these questions. The only w
one can remain impartial in 11
instance is to obtain both sid
of the story which up to this poi
has been impossible.

JOHN CHATAWAY
Chairman
SCA and
TCSS Committee
Arts Rep.
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scope. After the infam-

ous SAC meeting on October 29,
campus opinion seems to suggest
that the proposed recall of Miss
Marshall is confounded and if resulting from a clash of personalities with a little mud-raking
thrown in for good measure.
It is my personal opinion, having followed the development of

this situation fairly closely, that
this personal aspect of the controversy is, for the most part,
false, and that, the mud-raking is
from everywhere except your student government. Miss Marshall
is, in my opinion, competent in
her execution of her office, yet
a few misrepresentations, a few
verbal inconsistencies and a clash
of administrative positions lead
to the questioning, in my mind
at least, as to where Miss Marresponsibility
shall's principal
and allegiance lies.

Positive or negative,

the best interests of the
should we, who
)t, and I paraphrase this
1 2 Mr. Hudson, "capable of
hula hoops," join Trans
i Student Services? Are we
;ed to feel obligated to join
;e six parties, including our
were
council president,
ened with libel suits; is this
best interests of our stu-

ts,

-

-

-

proposals that have been
d by Trans Canada Student
es sound ideal but it is
iture at this time to evalueir real worth until, all the
have been laid out on the
As responsible student relatives, IT IS OUR BLSITO KNOW ALL THE

in both

eases the referendum can only
lead to a weakening of Council,

Miss Marshall left the last
council meeting for emotional
reasons. I feel that it was grossly
unfair to continue the meeting
as was done. One side of the issue was presented—and, in my
opinion, not too kindly. Miss Marshall's side was not heard. Jt
accomplished nothing—l only
hope it didn't do too much harm.

An open meeting will be held
Wednesday. Miss Marshall
will be there. Please come, so
that we can establish once again,
in one way or another, a united
SAC that puts its emphasis on
what is important—the students.
on

DARREL TSCHIRHART
Arts Rep.

and great decrease in the policy
output and investigative services
of council for this school year
through either the replacement of
Miss Marshall or else that of the
council members, who will undoubtedly resign on the event of
Miss Marshall winning the referendum.

BECKI VOIGTS
Arts Rep,

Since

assuming office last
spring, Miss Marshall has shown
that as a student leader she is
hard-working, well-known, informed, and possesses a political
mind and interest that compares
with the best on campus (whether
or not you agree with her political convictions). On the other side
of the coin, these same positive
characteristics may have aided
her in becoming over-extended
with her numerous offices and
committee tasks. In any case, this
is only a part of the current conHow do you comply with the

Cord's wishes for a one page,
double spaced statement announcing your stand on the most recent
S.A.C. debacle, when no side or
faction is clearly in the right and
totally beyond question as to
means or purpose? In sorting out
the events up to and including
last Wednesday's S.A.C. meeting,
I have found myself confronted
with the following:
—Should President Lauren Marshall's alleged investment in
Student Consumer Association,
necessitate her recall on a conflict of interest basis 9

JOHN HOWE
Arts Rep.

The tension presently existing
in our SAC can no longer pass
unnoticed. The question of comand
munication, responsibility
trust within Students' Council
which has been building up over
the past few weeks finally came
to a head in last Wednesday
night's SAC meeting.
As of this time. I have not
taken a definite stand on this
issue. I have been fully informed of the points of discrepency
which have arisen against Miss
Marshall, and have spent quite
some time labouring over the
validity of these points. Any
judgement which 112 would make,
however, I will reserve until I
have heard completely Miss Marshall's reoations to these points.

Those who feel that little pieces
of seemingly non-important information was being brought up,
would suggest that they have never put a jig-saw puzzle together.
To date I personally stand undecided. 1 am looking forward to
the meeting this com'.ig Wednesday where I hope that many unanswered questions would be
answered.
Please plan on attending this
special meeting, like myself unbiasedlv, Wednesday in IEI and
try to understand Lauren s position and the position of those
who feel she is inadequate as
Council president.

The major part of the controversy is centered in the discussions on WLU's participation in
the Student Consumer Association and Trans Canada Student
Services, Ltd. While the issues
have since become clouded on
both SCA and TCSS, some of
them are worth reviewing. Philosophically, both offer many interesting possibilities and exciting
ideas. However, at the level of

—If inconsistencies in Miss Marshall's statements exist, should
she still hold office?
On the other hand

position in SCA and in SAC.

—

An atmosphere of seemingly
serious confusion concerning our
Council President is spreading or
being spread over our campus.
Prior to the last Council meeting,
having listened to both Lauren
Marshall and those opposing her,
I must admit I was for Lauren.
However, due to Lauren's action
of with-drawing from the meeting last Wedensdav during the
question and answer period has
left me literally forlorn.

troversy.

implementation many questions
are raised. One question is, "Will
the real SCA and TCSS please
stand up?" Conflicting reports
have been offered on services,
officers, and participating schools.
A set of questions that follows
from the above discussions ranges
from the unusual libel cases from
their beginnings to the present to
such areas as Miss Marshall's

—:

Did the committee investigating SO A. and T.C.S.S. do just
that or more?

•—Are the apparent conspiracy
traits coming to light when one
student states that he will not
run for the council presidency
for he has found someone else
who will?

many objections and
wered questions
to the
JRAL PROCESS of investi; a new
investment?

BARTON BEGLO
Seminary Rep.
As a student and without the
advice of my lawyers, the following is my opinion of recent events
on the Student Administrative
Council:

•—ls it her perogative to seek the
resignations of the S.A.C. executive appointed by herself?

S.

e rift now present in SAC
e en an indefinite number of
isentatives and Lauren Marhas developed primarily durl«e recent SCA and TCSS

ART LYON
Science Rep.

Miss Marshall, as president of
the SAC, is responsible in her
actions to the student union. If
any question arises which is relevant to that responsibility, I believe that she, by virtue of her
oi l ice, should be required to answer for it, and this she has volunteered to do. Therefore I feel
that the open meeting on Wednesday in IEI will be very important in that she, as our president will have the chance to give
explanation of certain of her actions as our president.

y so

President.

Also the question of which
the President really wears is ver
interesting. Is it the one for
,c
major office holder in the P

shall

It is because of reasonable
doubt, and full understanding of
the consequences involved in referendum and recall, that I align
myself with that faction which
proposes referendum and recall
of Miss Lauren Marshall.

—

The whole controversy befc
Council centers around wheth
actions by the President can
reconciled to Council's view
what a responsible President
Many feel, I believe, that it
the duty of any Council memb
to always tell the truth, make i
sponsible investigation, have t
interests of WLU students foi
most in his mind and then AC
Also many feel that any brea
of these duties is never accej
able.
The right to demand a eonseie
tious performance at all tim
from every member of Council
to be expected. Otherwise tl
principle of any elected gover
ment is greatly weakened.
When studying TCSS and SC
what I deemed many dtibio
Presidential actions came to n
attention. Many of Miss M;
shall's statements and actio:
seem to have been done for the
immediate expediency. (That
so that they would fit the tin
and place, so to speak). For th
reason, they were inconsister
ill-founded, and sometimes u
truthful.
For example, nine schools we
repeatedly listed as boing chart
members of SCA, when in fa
only two were. It would seem
be done in an effort to crea
support of this group.
Likewise when questioned as 1
her financial involvement wit
TCSS (a group she wanted Cou
til to consider contracts with) si
first denied any involvement. L
ter she admitted past involvemei
when she realized others kne
she had had money in it. But hf
excuse when questioned aboi
this that she "didn't want to coi
fuse the issue" seems to me ver
weak. Telling the truth neve
confuses the issue!
Numerous other inconsistence
prove that statements and action
were expedient only. Such action
are not those of a responsibl

controversy in which Miss Mar-

—

How can copies of personal letters be used against the writer,
when they themselves were obtained by questionable means?

The
unfortunate realization
now is that most of what has passed cannot be forgotten and above
all need not have occurred at all.
When the first S.C.A. controversy
started, whether concerning investments

made or the personali-

ties involved, it should have been
clarified through open dialogue
with Council and the student
body.
Instead, the President
chose a course of cover-up, and
when a story is told many times,
inconsistencies arise, particularly
when the speaker admittedly rubs
people the wrong way. How do
we salvage any semblance of order from an unworkable council
of mistrust?

I hope Council could meet in
an off the record session, possibly with Dean Nichols, and if
nothing productive comes of it,
I see nothing in the way of a total recall of Council. No one is
winning, everyone is losing, especially Waterloo Lutheran.

In the discussions, many of
these questions have been debated
and re-debated and will continue
to be debated until the Student
Administrative Council can come
to a decision. Council provides
the arena for debate, decision,
and action. The unusual aspects
of this debate are seeded in at
least three questions which will
likely be included somewhere in
the current debate:

1. Does Miss Marshall have a conflict of interests as a private
student being a vice-chairman
in the Student Consumer's Association when her own university is still in the midst of
deciding on SCA and TCSS?

2. Has the office of student president or any other Council
member been misused in the
ensuing discussions on SCA
and TCSS?

3. Has the Student Administrative
Council been damaged critical
Jy to the point where it can n<
longer function as a represen
tative student voice?
.-u this point it appears that various alternatives are open:

1. The Council might work the
debate through. I would prefer
this.

2. If the Student Administrative
Council really is constipated
and does not act within a reasonable time, then a referendum might be initiated.

3. Another possibility
explored.

might be
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TCSS and SCA

limnayrepot

Atabled

This report is not finalized yet and is in

no way to be construed as the final word
on either of these organizations.

PAST BUSINGSS REPORT OF
MR. M. C. HUDSON
Mr. M. C. Hudson is a young lawyer
articled this spring.
L His first business experience
-—at Queen's University
-—five or six years ago Hudson plus another partner were involved in an
organization called Student Buyers
Association
•—Student Buyers was headed by a Ralph
Green sold out to Hudson
—Green ran Student Buyers Association on a non-profit basis with profits
going to help a day camp for children
—Green moved to Toronto and the organization was taken over by Matt
Hudson and a friend
—Queen's Alma Mater Society (Student
Council) then discovered Hudson was
running this for a personal profit
—Queen's Alma Mater Society then
stopped Hudson from continuing
—a fact obtained from Mr. William
Graham, Engineering Representative
of Alma Mater Society Queen's 1969
also Alma Mater Society Financial
Commissioner

I. Hudson's second venture was with
Caradoc Nurseries
•—head office Strathroy, Ontario
—if was a business which hired students
to sell nursery products to farmers
and people living in suburbs and a
business to undertake small landscaping contracts
•—Hudson worked for Caradoc for three
years, two as a salesman and one as

a supervisor
—an annual contract was signed with
each employee
—in this contract was a clause that the
employee would work exclusively for
Caradoc for that year
started a business called

"Hudson's Landscaping" in his last
year with Caradoc
-—suit was being considered against
Hudson

3.

Mr, Campus

—Hudson was a partner
—company organized to provide student
services in fields of student discounts
in stores, charter flights, and distribution of desk blotters and student
buyer guides
-—company outlawed, that is, unauthorized at Guelph, Windsor, and University of Waterloo

—air

4,

A

B

C

charter travel—contacted Air
Transport Board, Ottawa, talked with
a man named Pearce
—Mr. Campus Air Charter blacklisted
May, 1969
—blacklisting result of offering flights
to other than students when contract
was for students only
—Pearce government air charter director doubts whether Hudson could ever
obtain a licence to travel in the near
future
Trans Canada Student Services
-—Hudson's latest venture
—designed to give service in four fields
Air Charter
—prospect of a licence unlikely
-—for air charter group must be in existence for at least six months
—as of September 25, no one had signed
with him
—new international rules proposed for
November 1, 1969 suggest that air
charter travel licences will be delayed
at any rate. Fact obtained from Time
Magazine October 10, 1969
National Advertising
—September 25, Hudson suggested at
SAC meeting that it will not be undertaken this year
—"House Organ" 1969 reports skepticism as to Hudson's ability to take on
the scheme
—contracts seem to vary and change as
fit the different schools
—no up to date contract is available
from Hudson
Block Booking
•—caution must be exercised as possible
conflicts with American Federation of
Musicians can result in blacklisting'
—Hudson demands 1% of total price of
band as fee

—final definitive word on this groups
awaits replies from American
Federation of Musicians and other checks

D Personnel Placement
—Hudson seems most interested in this
plan. This plan would involve an ex-]
elusive contract for four or five years
We would turn over to him exclusively the names of every one of our
graduates.
—few major universities have signed
this scheme. Example: University of
Toronto has rejected it, Plan would
seem to depend on many universities
signing up

Student Consumer Association
•—organization made up of one student
representative from each participating school.
-—has interim executive which must
await ratification by the Ist Annual
Congress.
—no date of ratification has been set
for this congress.
offices are shared with T.C.S.S,
-—There is an interrelation between the'
executive of the S.C.A, and T.C.S.S.
(proved when Miss Marshall said to
the Board of Publication, meeting
September 21, that Don Loeb (chairman of S.C.A.) had sent out a letter in
her name stating retraction was imminent regarding the Cord Libel Suit
—a suit involving Mr. Hudson alone.
—Since inter-relation exists between the
two groups, T.C.S.S. and S.CA. any
final decision should await a final
report regarding T.C.S.S.
Conclusions:
Hudson's very varied past business record seems only to confirm the view that
his future performance and ability must be
very carefully studied and analysed.
Hudson seems to have collected an unusually long list of people with sour tastes
in their mouths regarding business contacts with him.
In order to be fair however, the committee plans to submit the complete report
to Mr. Hudson for his reactions before it
is tabled.

Statement by Cord legal liaison Dan Haughn
On Monday the 22nd. Roger
Sutton. Bob Purdon and Anne
Welwood were telephoned notice

for allegedly libelous
After reading the
Canadian University Press re
lease dated July 18th in which
Hudson and his ideas were attacked. I suggested to Miss Marshall
thai what was printed in the
Cord might be true, since it corresponded to Stewart Saxe's CUP
article. Miss Marshall replied that
Saxe was also being sued. Having
no reason to doubt Miss Marshall,
I phoned Stewart Saxe to inquire
how he proposed to support his
Stand in the libel action with Hudson. At that time he stated he
was not being sued, and hasn't
tieen to date.
Also, on Tuesday 23rd. the
Chevron received a letter signed
by Miss Marshall, in which she
stated that retractions were forth-

ot

writ,

statements.

Coming.

At this point I began to wonder
Miss Marshall had had any
part in initiating the suit.
From a reliable source, information suggesting Miss Marshall

had seen both Hudson (President
of TCSS) and Loeb (Chairman of
SCA) during the week-end of the
20-21 was obtained, plus the fact,
she stated that, when she first
saw the Cord she knew there
would be trouble. If her evalua
tion was true, why would she
make sure that Hudson got a
copy of the Cord?
It is clear now that the suit
was intended to frighten the Cord
and parties into retraction and
thus set the stage for WLU to
join SCA and contract with TCSS.
To support this position, there is
the fact that Miss Marshall demanded retractions be on her desk
the next day.
The persons involved plus the
Cord sought legal advice and
were told that retraction was not
necessary until Hudson's background was reviewed to see if
the supposedly libelous statements were true. As can be seen
by the committee report above
the parties were wise in waiting.
When no retractions were forth
coming, Hudson changed notice of
writ to include six parties instead

of three, one of the new-comers
being Miss Marshall. Miss Marshall could now take a leading
role in obtaining retractions since
she too was being sued. This failed because the others involved
refused to co-operate when she
again tried to acquire retractions.
With the report above in mind,

I would very much doubt if Hudson would ever seriously consider
taking this matter to court, and
in light of this information legal
counsel suggests that the suits
are mere bluffs, incidently writs
have never been served.
Not only is there an obvious
conflict of Miss Marshall's inter-

esls regarding WLU and SCA,
there is also the fact that legal
aid for alt concerned had risen
to $600 which could have been
avoided if Miss Marshall had not
found it necessary to keep Hudson so well informed. Surely we
have other projects to devote
such sums to.

Statement by Board of Pubs Chairman Roger Sutton
I would like at this time to excomments regarding
the present edition.
At a recent meeting of the
Hoard of Publications it was expressed bv Miss Marshall that
perhaps too much concentration
was being placed on the TCSS and
SCA predicament, and that per
haps the issue should be dropped
until a final report was issued
by the committee headed by Mr.
Chataway. At that time for our

press a few

part we complied.
It would seem that Miss Marshall had no intention of doing
the same Shortly thereafter in
her President's report and in an

open meeting she proceeded to
solicit support for her actions re
garding TCSS and SCA.
Finally, in the meeting of SAC
on Wednesday last it was attempted by many concerned people to
erase any confusion. The result,
as many know, was even more of
the same.

It is the purpose of this edition
to finally produce what everyone
has been so desparately trying to

obtain, namely, what the issues
are and exactly where all the

council members and others concerned stand regarding' this. Surely, you the reader can decide
what has to be done next.
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